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MSI Ship Management completes MESPAS implementation
Singapore-based MSI Ship Management has completed the roll-out of MESPAS Technical Ship
Management software across their fleet of 44 ships.
“Crews prefer a simple and easy-to-use software for their daily work. This is unlike their private life
when they enjoy exploring complicated mobile applications for amusement, a professional software
needs to be understood immediately to grant the crews’ awareness. This was a major factor during
the evaluation of a new system, MESPAS fulfils this requirement.” stated Captain Sanjay Ramnathan,
managing director of MSI Ship Management in the project review meeting in August.
The positive attitude of the crews, the close collaboration between MSI office staff and the MESPAS
project team resulted in an unrivalled performance during the software implementation. Within only
three months, all machinery data (including spare parts) had been added and MESPAS went live on
MSI’s entire fleet of 44 ships.
“Our key aim is to bring value to our clients by enabling their assets to run safely, efficiently and
profitably,” further said Sanjay Ramnathan during the software evaluation to the MESPAS local sales
manager in Singapore, Shridhar Viswanathan. Ensuring that MSI complies with their mission,
MESPAS is now improving their safety module together with the new customer. New functionalities
for vetting, SIRE, TMSA and IMO DCS are currently added to best provide all software tools for tanker
management companies.
“Gaining a customer like MSI clearly indicates that we are on the right way with steadily improving our
software’s modules and features, also does it show that our new local presence due to the recent
opening of a subsidiary in Singapore is desired and appreciated by existing and potential customers.”
concludes Dominic Seiler, MESPAS’ Head of Sales and Marketing.

For more information, please contact:
• Shridhar Viswanathan, Sales Manager – South East Asia
+65 9180 1196 / shridhar.viswanathan@mespas.com

About MESPAS
MESPAS is a Swiss-based, independent IT and engineering company with subsidiaries and partners
all around the world. Given our prime focus on technical ship management software we assist our
customers in the maritime industry in maintaining their ships efficiently and safely, resulting in higher
performance and lower emissions. On our e-trading platform connect.mespas.com meet thousands of
ships, management offices and suppliers. Since our very beginnings we have been running all our
software products on a centralised multi-tenant database with an extensive structured machinery data
library available to the entire MESPAS Community.
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